
Category Check Description

Code commented
Code contains comments on what functions do and why they do it.  Code hacks, 
workaround and temporary fixes are commented.

Compiler warnings fixed All compiler warnings are fixed.
Dead code removed All dead and commented out code have been removed.

Follows coding standards Code following project code standards and naming conventions.
No hard coding Code uses constants and configuration values.

Proper use of variables  and data 
structures

Variables are properly defined and are the correct datatype.  Variables have meaningful 
and consistent names.  Similar values are grouped under an enumeration (enum).

Unused or redundant variables 
removed

Use framework features Solution utilizes framework features wherever possible instead of custom code. 
Avoid multiple if/else blocks Each function should have no more than 2 control structures.
Follows established class size Each class should have less than 500 lines of code (Comments don't count).
Code doesn't contain Infinite 

loops
Loop iterates correct number of 

times
Check for array out of bounds 

exceptions
Check for null/nil exceptions

Functional 
Requirements

Code meets functional 
requirements

Code meets functional requirements.

Classes perform thorough cleanup 
on its destructor (dealloc)

Notification observers, event listeners, message receivers or gesture recognizers are 
removed.

Code doesn't create objects with 
strong-references

Business logic is in the model The model should contain the business logic.
Model is data source The model should be the data source for the view controller.

View contains all view code The view controller should not contain any view code.
Code adheres to Interface 

segregation principle
Code should only implement interfaces that are required, interfaces should exist in 
functional groupings and interfaces should not contain any dependencies (parameters).

Code adheres to Liskov 
substitution principle 

A sub-type or child class should not change the behavior of the parent type or class. 

Code adheres to Open Closed 
principle

Existing code should not be modified. New functionality should be written in new classes 
and functions. 

Code adheres to Single 
Responsibility principle (SRS)

Each class or function has one responsibility.  

Code adheres to the Dependency 
Injection pattern

Dependencies should not be hard-coded.  Dependencies should be passed to 
constructors or set via property setters.

Code is configurable
Frequently changed values are contained in configuration files and are saved to persistent 
storage.

Code is not repeated
 DRY (Do not Repeat Yourself) principle: The same code should not be repeated more 
than twice.

Code doesn't block the main 
thread

Functions utilize asynchronous and parallel processing and long-running operations 
execute on a background thread.

Frequently used data is cached Cache frequently used data in memory or in persistent storage.
Objects are lazy loaded Code defers initialization of an object until the point at which the object is needed.

Code contains data input 
validation

Code contains input data validation and guards against security threats. 

Sensitive data is encrypted  Sensitive data is encrypted (passwords, credit card information).

Technical Design
Code implements the technical 

design 
Technical design has been peer reviewed.

Unit Test Code has passed unit tests Unit tests are documented and code passes unit tests.
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